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CIMdata News 

Autodesk: Transition at the Top (CIMdata Highlight) 

8 February 2017 

The morning of February 7, 2017 brought news that Carl Bass was resigning from Autodesk effective 

February 8. This seemingly sudden announcement is the culmination of years of transition at Autodesk, 

marked by an accelerated pace over the past few months. Mr. Bass acknowledged as much in a blog 

post, where he commented that he has been in discussions with the board related to this change “for the 

past couple of years.” 

Mr. Bass is only the third CEO in Autodesk’s history, having taken the helm from Carol Bartz in 2006, 

who succeeded Autodesk founder John Walker in 1992. Mr. Bass is notable for leading the company 

through major transformations of both its product offerings and business models. 

Pivoting Autodesk Toward the Future 

When Mr. Bass took control of the company, Autodesk had a relatively limited product portfolio 

compared to its offerings in 2017. Under his leadership, the company acquired dozens of businesses and 

technologies to expand its capabilities in areas ranging from digital mockup to simulation and 

visualization. He also led a major investment in cloud capabilities—Autodesk is arguably the leader 

among its peers in the breadth and maturity of its cloud offerings. Autodesk’s commitment to and 

investment in its Forge platform to promote the development of cloud platform partners is forward-

thinking and a model for the industry. 

Mr. Bass also led a major business model transformation. In 2006, Autodesk’s revenue was 

predominantly driven by the sale of new perpetual licenses—the company had introduced subscription 

several years earlier but had not yet developed the kind of steady revenue stream typical of its 

competitors. By 2017, not only had Autodesk developed a mature subscription business, but it was in the 

vanguard among its peers in moving toward a term subscription model. 

Short-Term Pain, Aiming at Long-Term Gain 

These changes under Mr. Bass’ leadership are intended to position Autodesk as a leading platform 

provider of software as a service (SaaS). This strategy mirrors wider trends in the technology industry 
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and provides Autodesk with an early mover advantage. At the same time, the expansion of Autodesk’s 

product portfolio has incurred significant development and support costs. The business model transition 

has had an even more profound short-term impact as the company moves from depending upon license 

sales to a model based upon ratable revenue. The combination of higher costs and revenue deferral has 

led the company to post recent operating income losses. 

The involvement of activist investors in late 2015, led by Sachem Head, foreshadowed Mr. Bass’ 

resignation. The pressure to successfully navigate the simultaneous transition of Autodesk’s product 

portfolio and business model resulted in the activists obtaining three board seats in March 2016. 

Notably, the announcement of Mr. Bass’ departure coincided with the announcement that two of the 

three activist board members would resign, to be replaced by new independent directors. 

CIMdata believes that cloud services and term subscription will capture a growing share of the 

applications software market in the future. Autodesk has come far in its transition, and the to-be-

announced fourth CEO of the company will have the responsibility of charting the company’s course 

through a complex market environment. 

About CIMdata 

CIMdata, an independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize an 

enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM). CIMdata provides world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-

practice methods on PLM. CIMdata also offers research, subscription services, publications, and 

education through international conferences. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website 

at http://www.CIMdata.com or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108, 

USA. Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV Weert, The 

Netherlands. Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

Click here to return to Contents 

CIMdata to Offer Workshop on Driving Manufacturing Innovation with Digital Design & Simulation  

7 February 2017 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm, announces 

that it will offer a workshop on the topic of “Driving Manufacturing Innovation with Digital Design & 

Simulation: Challenges, Strategies, and Best Practices for Business Success.” The workshop will take 

place at the Digital Manufacturing and Design Innovation Institute (DMDII) in Chicago, Illinois on June 

6 & 7. 

The workshop will start during the afternoon of June 6 and will end on June 7. A tour of the DMDII 

manufacturing facility will be part of the first afternoon’s highlights. In this one and a half-day 

workshop, attendees will explore “model-driven systems innovation” from multiple perspectives 

including strategy, culture, and process; key challenges encountered and effective approaches; and the 

solutions available to deal with these challenges. The workshop will be facilitated by a group of senior 

CIMdata analysts including; Dr. Keith Meintjes, Dr. Suna Polat, Mr. Frank Popielas, Mr. Don Tolle, and 

Dr. Ken Versprille.  

Key topics for the workshop include:  

 Model-Based Design for manufacturability.  

http://www.cimdata.com/
file:///C:/Users/User/Downloads/8February2017.doc%23Contents
file:///C:/Users/User/Downloads/8February2017.doc%23Contents
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 The role of simulation in Model-Based Engineering and enabling the Digital Thread for product 

innovation. 

 Collaboration challenges across the model-driven product lifecycle including digital models and 

data interoperability standards. 

 Critical organizational and collaboration challenges faced when applying Model-Based 

Definition approaches to achieve sustainable product development. And how to address them for 

global organizations as well as for SMBs in the supply chain. 

 Collaborative approaches, tools, and technologies to support better and faster ideation and 

decision-making. 

 Digital twins and the role they will play in Internet of Things (IoT) and Industry 4.0 initiatives. 

Mr. Don Tolle, CIMdata’s Director for Simulation-Driven Systems Development commented, “DMDII 

is a pioneer in enabling the connection of different parts of the manufacturing life-cycle through digital 

models and data, and utilizing that information to make smarter, more efficient business decisions. 

CIMdata is extremely excited about the opportunity to hold our workshop at the UI labs/DMDII 

facilities in Chicago, Illinois on June 6 and 7.” He added, “We have commitments from several industry 

keynote speakers representing DMDII, Rolls-Royce, and Procter & Gamble. In addition to those thought 

leadership presentations, the CIMdata team will conduct a series of interactive workshop sessions on 

key topics relevant to the product design, systems modeling, and simulation and advanced 

manufacturing communities.” 

The workshop has been carefully designed over one-and-a-half days to provide those participating with 

time to network with CIMdata’s domain experts, knowledge council participants, and others interested 

in these topics. 

For more information on the workshop visit http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/knowledge-council-

workshops/joint-kc-workshop-2017. 

About CIMdata 

CIMdata, a leading independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize 

an enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions. Since its founding in 1983, CIMdata has delivered 

world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on PLM solutions. These solutions 

incorporate both business processes and a wide-ranging set of PLM-enabling technologies. 

CIMdata works with both industrial organizations and providers of technologies and services seeking 

competitive advantage in the global economy. In addition to consulting, CIMdata conducts research, 

provides PLM-focused subscription services, and produces several commercial publications. The 

company also provides industry education through PLM certificate programs, seminars, and conferences 

worldwide. CIMdata serves clients around the world from offices in North America, Europe, and Asia- 

Pacific. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website at www.CIMdata.com, follow us on 

Twitter: http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews, or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann 

Arbor, MI 48108, USA, Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV 

Weert, The Netherlands, Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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What's in Store for Design Tech in 2017?  Stan Przybylinski quoted  

31 January 2017 

Rita Stange’s Connect Press Article: 

In 2016 there was a lot of buzz around internet of things (IoT), augmented reality (AR) and virtual 

reality (VR), along with some big acquisitions of analysis/simulation companies from the computer-

aided design (CAD) software vendors. 

 

PTC introduced its AR solution Vuforia Studio Enterprise, a set of tools for authoring and publishing 

AR experiences. The company also expanded its IoT platform to include real time edge computing 

capabilities. 

 

VR also made a come back into the CAD world, since the Second Life days. At Autodesk University 

there was at least half a dozen VR companies flaunting headsets and software for both manufacturing 

and architecture, engineering, and construction professionals. Jeff Kowalski, chief technology officer 

(CTO) spoke of several converging trends at the opening keynote, including artificial intelligence, 

machine learning, generative design and VR. Beyond technology Kowalski stressed the importance of 

the workforce and how companies should not only be embracing in new technology, but also new talent. 

 

On the other hand, Siemens PLM Software had their sights on expanding their analysis and simulation 

portfolios. Siemens acquired CD-adapco at the beginning of 2016 and Mentor Graphics at the end of the 

year. 

 

Similarly, Dassault Systemes also picked up a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) company called 

Next Limit Dynamics last December. In addition, the company announced that 3DEXPERIENCE 

platform users have access to the HTC Vive VR system. Other key areas of focus for Dassault were on 

helping its customers realize the value of the cloud and IoT. 

 

Read the interview featuring Carl Smith, manager, Professional Services Manufacturing Solutions, 

IMAGINiT Solutions; Tony Glockler, co-founder, SolidProfessor; and Stanley Przybylinski, vice 

president of research, CIMdata. (Requires logon; free to sign up.) 

Click here to return to Contents 

Acquisitions 

Accenture Completes Acquisition of InvestTech Systems Consulting, Expanding its Asset 

Management Consulting Capabilities 

8 February 2017 

Accenture has completed its acquisition of InvestTech Systems Consulting, a market leader in 

investment technology systems-integration and consulting services that support many of the world’s 

largest asset managers and investment service providers. 

The acquisition expands Accenture’s capabilities to help global investment managers, institutional 

investors and asset servicers stay in front of new and emerging digital innovations and technology 

paradigms to strengthen their competitiveness. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed. 

http://www.inventorconnections.com/feature_full.php?cpfeatureid=117653
http://www.inventorconnections.com/feature_full.php?cpfeatureid=117653
file:///C:/Users/User/Downloads/6February2017.doc%23Contents
file:///C:/Users/User/Downloads/6February2017.doc%23Contents
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It represents Accenture’s second asset management industry-focused acquisition in a little over a year. 

In December 2015, Accenture acquired Beacon Consulting Group to enhance its management consulting 

capabilities and expand its back-office and middle-office client relationships with five of the top 10 

North American asset management firms. 

Click here to return to Contents 

BETA CAE Systems strengthens its presence in Japan and South-East Asia by acquiring TOP CAE 

Corporation 

6 February 2017 

BETA CAE Systems is pleased to announce that acquired its business partner, TOP CAE Corporation. 

Following the spectacular growth of the company's products deployment in Japan and South-East Asia, 

this acquisition augments BETA's presence in the region, and further enhances the relation with its 

customers.  

BETA CAE Systems is a leading provider of engineering simulation solutions, with global presence and 

activity. The company's software suite, which includes the engineers' favourite programs ANSA and 

META, holds a worldwide leading position across a range of industries, especially the Automotive, for 

the last 20 years. 

After more than 15 years of successful co-operation, BETA transforms its business by acquiring TOP 

CAE and since February 1 2017, the company is operating as BETA CAE Systems Japan 

Inc. Maintaining the same values and commitment to its customers, this entity is now empowered by the 

vision and principles of the greater family of BETA CAE Systems. 

Bringing BETA CAE Systems Japan to life is one more important step on the path of continuous growth 

of the BETA group. It aims to optimise of ΒΕΤΑ's operations and to enable its engineers to serve the 

clients even more efficiently. The people of TOP CAE will continue serving the company's customers, 

in an undisrupted manner, as members of the new organization. 

"We are proud of working with BETA CAE Systems since 2001, and we are very excited about this 

acquisition that brings new potential to the growth of our business in Japan and South-East Asia.", says 

Hideshige Okamura, CEO of BETA CAE Systems Japan Inc. "Those who will benefit more are our 

valued customers to whom we are committed". 

"The unique qualities of our people in Japan, and the legacy of TOP CAE, guarantee our further 

expansion in the market and our customer satisfaction", says Sam Saltiel, CCO and Head of Customer 

Service of BETA CAE Systems International. "We are thrilled about bringing on board this excellent 

team". 

Click here to return to Contents 

Company News 

Accenture Recognized with Five Partner Excellence Awards from SAP 

8 February 2017 

Accenture received numerous SAP® Partner Excellence Awards, which recognize top-performing 

alliance partners that have made outstanding contributions to driving customers’ digital transformation. 

file:///C:/Users/User/Downloads/9February2017.doc%23Contents
file:///C:/Users/User/Downloads/9February2017.doc%23Contents
file:///C:/Users/User/Downloads/7February2017.doc%23Contents
file:///C:/Users/User/Downloads/7February2017.doc%23Contents
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Recipients of this year’s awards have been – in partnership with SAP – helping customers adopt 

innovation easily, gain results rapidly, grow sustainably and run more simply with SAP solutions. 

Accenture won the following awards: 

 SAP Latin American Partner of the Year Excellence Award 2017 for System Integrator 

 SAP North America Partner Excellence Award 2017 for SAP Hybris Solutions 

 SAP North America Partner Excellence Award 2017 for SAP SuccessFactors Solutions 

 SAP North America Partner Excellence Award 2017 for Industry Services 

 SAP North America Southwest Region Partner of the Year 2017 

“We see these awards as a great recognition of Accenture and SAP working together to help clients 

transform to digital businesses,” said Christophe Mouille, senior managing director and Global SAP 

practice lead at Accenture. “Our focus is on accelerating our client’s path to SAP S/4HANA as well as 

innovating new industry solutions that deliver business value. Accenture and SAP have a comprehensive 

plan in place and our awards are testament to the impact we are making together.” 

Selected from SAP’s wide-ranging partner base, nominations for the SAP Partner Excellence Awards 

were based on internal SAP sales data. A steering committee composed of regional and global SAP 

representatives determined winning partners in each category according to numerous criteria such as 

sales achievement and performance. Awards were presented in a variety of categories, including overall 

sales, innovation, technology, services and solution-specific areas. 

“I am extremely pleased to recognize and congratulate Accenture as the recipient of these 2017 SAP NA 

Partner Excellence Awards,” said Rodolpho Cardenuto, President, Global Channels & General Business, 

SAP. “Accenture demonstrates the values, commitment and amazing work that allows them to 

continuously deliver at the highest level. We look forward to continuing to work closely with our 

partners to grow their opportunities with SAP and to jointly deliver value for our customers.” 

Accenture and SAP have a successful, 40-year long strategic alliance relationship that provides clients 

with practical strategies and solutions to tackle critical business issues in their industry. In January 2016, 

the two companies announced a comprehensive program of ongoing collaboration on the core 

development and go-to-market for SAP S/4HANA®. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Alphacam Appoints Totus as Slovenia Reseller  

9 February 2017 

Alphacam has appointed a new reseller covering Slovenia, Croatia and Bosnia & Herzegovina. 

Totus believes in offering its customers a full one-stop solution for both hardware and software – and 

will now supply Alphacam software to complement their CNC router offerings. 

The company has already provided Alphacam with a Felder Profit H500 5-axis router to Slovenia’s 

main woodworking school, Šolski Center Škofja Loka. Alphacam International Account Manager, Jason 

Walker, says: “We are proud to be involved with this project and to expose the next generation of 

woodworkers in Slovenia to the power of Alphacam.” 

Totus has specialised in woodworking machines and accessories in Slovenia and Croatia since 1993, and 

file:///C:/Users/User/Downloads/9February2017.doc%23Contents
file:///C:/Users/User/Downloads/9February2017.doc%23Contents
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expanded into the other former Yugoslav republics of Serbia, Bosnia and Montenegro. 

Managing Director, Elvis Bassanese, says they have always had a keen interest in software solutions that 

make woodworking machines easier to use. “We find customers’ manufacturing processes are more 

efficient if they use the best software to fully maximise their machine tool investment. 

“Our customers are now asking us for a complete solution. They need a CNC machine together with the 

specific software, along with training and technical support.” 

Totus works closely with CMS/Balestrini and Felder, providing their 5-axis CNC centres to 

woodworking companies throughout the area. “Our new partnership with Alphacam gives us the 

opportunity to supply the complete hardware and software packages to customers, which is a guarantee 

of meeting their full manufacturing needs.”  

Click here to return to Contents 

Autodesk Announces CEO Transition 

7 February 2017 

Autodesk, Inc. today announced that Carl Bass has decided to step down as president and chief 

executive officer, effective February 8. The company's board has instituted a CEO search to consider 

candidates inside and outside Autodesk and has formed an Interim Office of the Chief Executive to 

oversee the company's day-to-day operations. Bass will remain on staff as a special advisor to the 

company in support of the transition to a new CEO. He will continue to sit on the Autodesk board of 

directors and will be nominated for reelection at the 2017 annual meeting of shareholders. Crawford W. 

Beveridge will remain non-executive chairman of the board. 

"I've worked with Carl through his tenure as CEO of Autodesk, and I've always valued his focus and 

vision, as well as his rare combination of business and technical expertise," said Beveridge. "We have 

seen exponential growth in the last decade, both in the business and in Autodesk's market opportunity. 

Carl has always been a driven and passionate change agent for the company, and under his direction 

Autodesk has transformed from a 2D design company into the worldwide leader of 3D design and 

engineering software. 

"With Carl at the helm, the company has led its industry's move to subscription and Autodesk was the 

first to recognize and embrace the implications of cloud and mobile technology on design and 

production across countless industries around the world. Carl's leadership has opened up tremendous 

opportunity for Autodesk. We are grateful that Carl has agreed to remain on the board of directors and 

serve as a special advisor to support the CEO transition and cloud and subscription business model 

transition." 

Bass commented, "It's been my honor to lead Autodesk through this exciting period of growth and 

change. I'm very proud of everything we accomplished – from both a business and technology 

perspective. Our cloud and subscription business is well underway. The company's strategy is working, 

the management team is strong and it's the right time for me to step aside. Autodesk is poised for even 

greater success as it enters this next phase. I'm looking forward to my next adventure but will continue 

working with the company through my role as a board member and am committed to ensuring that the 

cloud and subscription business model will continue to be successful." 

Board of Directors Moves Autodesk also announced a new agreement between Autodesk and Sachem 

Head Capital Management LP ('Sachem Head'). The agreement calls for two of Sachem Head's 2016 

file:///C:/Users/User/Documents/CIMdata/DAILY/10February2017.doc%23Contents
file:///C:/Users/User/Documents/CIMdata/DAILY/10February2017.doc%23Contents
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director nominees, Scott Ferguson and Jeff Clarke, to resign from the board of directors. In addition, 

Sachem Head Capital has agreed to continue until June 2018 their earlier standstill and voting agreement 

provisions. 

Said Ferguson, "Since joining the board, I have been impressed with Carl's vision and leadership. I am 

confident that through this transition, we will identify a leader who can further propel the company's 

progress and drive Autodesk's growth and value creation well into the future." 

The board will begin a search for a new independent director candidate, who will join when Ferguson 

and Clarke step down, which will occur on the later of the 2017 annual meeting or the appointment of a 

new CEO. 

CEO Transition  

To ensure Autodesk's continued focus on business performance and technological innovation, the board 

has formed an Interim Office of the Chief Executive to oversee the company's day-to-day operations 

during the transition. The Interim Office of the Chief Executive will be headed by Amar Hanspal, senior 

vice president and chief product officer, and Andrew Anagnost, senior vice president and chief 

marketing officer as interim co-chief executive officers. 

Click here to return to Contents 

CPQ leader Tacton Systems opens Chicago office, adds industry veteran Rob Milks to its leadership 

team 

6 February 2017 

Tacton Systems, global supplier of Configure Price Quote (CPQ) and Design Automation solutions, 

today announced the opening of its new North American head office in Chicago, and the appointment of 

Rob Milks as SVP of the Americas. The move strengthens Tacton’s position as a leading partner for 

smart manufacturing solutions. 

 

Rob Milks will lead Tacton’s expansion in North America. “I was very excited when Tacton first 

contacted me about their plans. Having been part of the CPQ industry for the past two decades, I was 

fully aware of Tacton’s position as the leading innovator in CPQ and Design Automation for 

manufacturers. The time has now come to accelerate the US expansion and I’m honored to lead this 

charge,” says Milks, who joins Tacton from his position as VP Sales, North America at Changepoint. 

Rob Milks previously drove sales at CPQ vendor, Selectica to one of the most successful IPOs in 

NASDAQ history. 

  

A team of sales and support staff is currently being recruited, and Milks has a clear vision of what 

Tacton brings to the North American market; “US manufacturers are being challenged from all 

directions. We live in a time where only the most agile and adaptive companies will thrive. Tacton CPQ 

takes configuration to the next level, and is designed to make manufacturers more competitive and able 

to instantly respond to any customer request, no matter how complex,” says Milks. 

  

Last Fall, Tacton released a major upgrade of its flagship product, Tacton CPQ. Shortly afterwards, the 

company announced a strategic partnership with Salesforce, launching Tacton Extension for Salesforce 

CPQ. The solution enables Salesforce customers to benefit from Tacton’s patented configuration, design 

automation and visualization technology from within Salesforce. 

file:///C:/Users/User/Downloads/7February2017.doc%23Contents
file:///C:/Users/User/Downloads/7February2017.doc%23Contents
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Milks continues, "The perfect storm has been brewing for years, where advanced configuration finally 

intersects with the world-leading CRM & CPQ capabilities of Salesforce.com. Frederic and the rest of 

the team at Tacton have done an incredible job directing the company to this vortex. I am excited and 

honored to help Tacton take this vortex to the US market." 

 

Frederic Laziou, CEO, Tacton Systems: “Today marks an important milestone for Tacton, and is a key 

step in our long-term growth plan. I am particularly pleased to announce the appointment of Rob Milks. 

Rob is a highly experienced business leader with a track record proven many times over, and also a true 

CPQ ambassador. With our leading product portfolio and partnerships - including our Platinum status 

with Salesforce – and with the new team under Rob’s leadership, I am very confident about our growth 

prospects in the US.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Dassault Systèmes Expands its 3DEXPERIENCE Lab to North America 

7 February 2017 

Dassault Systèmes today announced at SOLIDWORKS World 2017 that it is extending 

its 3DEXPERIENCE Lab open innovation laboratory and startup accelerator to North America.  This 

represents the next step in the 3DEXPERIENCE Lab’s growing global presence to nurture 

entrepreneurial projects that have the potential to transform society. 

  

The 3DEXPERIENCE Lab in North America will open in May 2017 at Dassault Systèmes’ U.S. 

headquarters near Boston.  Startups, entrepreneurs, students, makers, and individuals from industrial 

innovation departments or research laboratories based anywhere in North America, whose projects 

address city, life, lifestyle, the internet of things, Fab Labs or ideation themes, will have access to 

Dassault Systèmes’ cloud-based 3DEXPERIENCE platform, technical skills, mentoring and worldwide 

ecosystem, as part of one- or two-year programs to accelerate their product development.   

  

The 3DEXPERIENCE Lab will also house a new digital fabrication space designed and set up in 

collaboration with Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Center for Bits and Atoms.  In this Fab Lab, 

innovators can use state-of-the art computer-controlled tools and processes to create product prototypes 

or refine their product ideas.  

  

This Fab Lab will also serve as a laboratory for future hardware-software interfaces.  It will be 

integrating design and fabrication tools into end-to-end real-time systems. 

  

“North America has been a wellspring for some of the most impactful startup and entrepreneurial 

technological innovations of our time.  By expanding the 3DEXPERIENCE Lab to North America, we 

hope to continue this tradition of invention by offering entrepreneurs, makers and startups unique 

resources to work on disruptive innovations, leverage collective intelligence and create an impact on 

society,” said Bruno Latchague, Senior Executive Vice President, Global Field Operations (Americas), 
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Dassault Systèmes.  “SOLIDWORKS World 2017, whose community embodies the spirit of innovation, 

is the ideal venue for sharing the launch of this exciting new endeavor as it also complements our 

‘SOLIDWORKS for Entrepreneurs program.’  It offers mentoring and greater access to the entire scope 

of the 3DEXPERIENCE platform for startups using SOLIDWORKS applications to digitally create 

smart products.”  

Click here to return to Contents 

e-Xstream and Solvay win the 2017 JEC Innovation Award 

6 February 2017 

e-Xstream engineering, an MSC Software Company, and co-winners Solvay Engineering Plastics and 

Solvay Specialty Polymers,  have been recognized with a JEC Innovation Award for launching Digimat 

Additive Manufacturing. Awarded in the software category, the launch was recognized for its innovation 

and market potential. 

The JEC Innovation program was created in 1998 to help identify, promote, and reward the most 

innovative composite solutions worldwide. The selection criteria for the JEC Innovation Awards were 

technical excellence, exemplarity of the chain of partners, market potential, and originality. The ultimate 

goal is to recognize the efforts being made towards the advancement of the composite industry. 

"We're honored to be recognized as an industry innovator by JEC, and look forward to continuing our 

modeling leadership with Digimat Additive Manufacturing to help address the global industry's need to 

transition from prototyping to actual manufacturing" said Roger Assaker, Chief Executive Officer of e-

Xstream. "With solutions for materials development, process simulation, and printed part performance, 

Digimat Additive Manufacturing is a completely innovative solution that's fully dedicated to reinforced 

plastics and composites, allowing its users to "print it right the first time." 

Because of the manufacturing specificity, new high performance plastics and composites need to be 

engineered specifically for the Additive Manufacturing industry. Today the development time for one 

such grade is very long, because the as-printed material properties are closely related to the process 

conditions and the process-induced microstructure, such as printing direction, and porosities distribution. 

By applying multi-scale material modeling techniques to the additive manufacturing of polymers 

(unfilled and reinforced), Digimat's virtual material compounding and characterization is a key enabler 

for customers developing new materials. They are now able to significantly reduce their physical tests, 

understand the key parameters driving the material's behavior and easily create new material systems, 

such as lightweight lattices, and open the door to even more innovative designs. 

For printer manufacturers and end-users, the part fidelity is the top challenge to overcome. With 

simulation tools that enable optimizing the process and minimizing the part deformation, the technology 

reliability and the integration of its use into the industry are at the engineer's fingertips. Virtual 

engineering is the solution to minimize printing trials and errors because it enables the user to explore 

the process sensitivity to manufacturing parameters. 

"Being part of the launch of Digimat Additive Manufacturing aligns with our strategy to play a leading 

role in enlarging the portfolio of available high performance materials." said Brian Alexander, Head of 

Additive Manufacturing for Solvay's Specialty Polymers Global Business Unit. "By working closely 

with e-Xstream and leveraging its modeling platform, the Digimat solution combined with Sinterline® 

opens new technological horizons and fully takes advantage of the potential for light-weighting and 

complex design." said Dominique Giannotta, Sinterline® Program Leader for Solvay's Engineering 
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Plastics Business Unit. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Flowserve Appoints R. Scott Rowe as President and Chief Executive Officer 

8 February 2017 

Flowserve Corporation, a leading provider of flow control products and services for the global 

infrastructure markets, today announced that R. Scott Rowe has been appointed President and Chief 

Executive Officer (CEO) of the Company, effective April 1, 2017. He succeeds Mark Blinn, who 

previously announced his intention to retire. Mr. Rowe will also join the Flowserve Board of Directors. 

Mr. Rowe brings nearly 20 years of senior leadership and operational experience in the industry to 

Flowserve. He most recently served as President of the Cameron Group, a position he assumed in April 

2016 following the merger between Schlumberger and Cameron International Corporation (“Cameron”), 

formerly a NYSE-listed leading provider of flow management equipment, systems and services to the 

worldwide oil and gas industry. At Cameron, Mr. Rowe served in a variety of progressive roles during 

his 14-year career, culminating as its President and CEO. Mr. Rowe’s accomplishments include 

contributing to Cameron’s significant growth and profitability during his tenure, leading Cameron 

through the transition to Schlumberger and overseeing the business integration while maintaining strong 

business performance. Additionally, he led the transformative pre-merger joint venture between 

Cameron and Schlumberger, which formed OneSubsea, a $3 billion dollar business that he later ran as 

CEO. During his tenure as President of Engineered and Process Valves, Mr. Rowe spearheaded process 

improvement projects that drove strong revenue and earnings growth. 

“We are thrilled to welcome Scott to Flowserve,” said William C. Rusnack, Chairman of the Board of 

Directors. “Scott is a highly accomplished executive with a proven track record of success in operational 

excellence and driving superior results throughout business cycles. He knows both our business and our 

customers and their needs, which is critical as we continue to differentiate ourselves as an industry 

leader. His extensive executive leadership experience in the flow control industry makes him the ideal 

person to lead Flowserve through its next phase in the Company’s history.” 

Mr. Rusnack continued, “On behalf of the Board, I would like to thank Mark for his hard work and 

dedication to Flowserve over the past 12 years. We appreciate his support through this transition period, 

and wish him well in the future.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Hawk Ridge Systems and Markforged Announce Partnership at SOLIDWORKS World 

7 February 2017 

Hawk Ridge Systems, a global provider of 3D engineering and manufacturing solutions, 

and Markforged, an innovator in metal and composite 3D printing for engineers, have entered into an 

agreement that allows Hawk Ridge Systems to provide sales, service, and support for Markforged's line 

of 3D Printers, including the Onyx Series, Mark Two, Mark X, and Metal X 3D printers. The 

partnership will help ensure that organizations have access to digitally printed products and prototypes at 

an affordable price. 

"Hawk Ridge Systems is thrilled to partner with Markforged. They have been designing and 
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manufacturing new technologies and materials for 3D printing for several years. Hawk Ridge is excited 

to help bring these break-through solutions to market. When we first saw their 3D printers at 

SOLIDWORKS World in 2014, we realized it was only a matter of time before we brought this cost-

effective technology to our customers. With the founder's strong background in SOLIDWORKS, we 

knew that they were designing products with our customers in mind," says Dale Ford, President and 

CEO of Hawk Ridge Systems. 

Markforged, which introduced strong continuous carbon fiber 3D printing, now offers metal printing 

with its new, and highly affordable, Metal X. With metal 3D printing, the bridge between CAD and real, 

working 3D printed parts makes the concept of "design to part" a reality. The Markforged 3D 

Printers deliver engineering quality 3D printing at an attractive entry-level price. It is the only suite of 

printers in the world that leverage composite technology to create parts 20 times stronger than other 

printed plastics. The 3D Printer product line offers an integrated system across hardware, software, and 

material to create a reliable, robust, and intuitive experience. The Markforged printer line includes Mark 

X, Mark Two, Onyx Series, Metal X, Eiger Software, and the materials. Hawk Ridge Systems provides 

sales, service, support, and materials. 

"With their reputation, capabilities, and scale as the largest SOLIDWORKS Value-Add Reseller in the 

world, Hawk Ridge Systems is a fantastic key partner for us on the West Coast and Canada. Their 

investment in sales, service, and support for 3D printing solutions, plus their dedication to their 

SOLIDWORKS and CAMWorks customer base was a key factor in making the partnership decision," 

says Greg Mark, Founder and CEO of Markforged. 

Click here to return to Contents 

International TechneGroup Limited (ITI) expands EU referral partnerships, adds Netherlands-based 

cards PLM Solutions B.V., with focus on CAD data conversion 

9 February 2017 

International TechneGroup Limited (ITI) is pleased to announce a referral partnership agreement 

with cards PLM Solutions B.V. (cardsPLM), a Netherlands-based, PLM solutions provider and 

CAD/PLM technologies consultancy focused on the European marketplace. 

CAD data conversion is often a technical requirement of large PLM migration projects. The alignment 

of cardsPLM, experts in PLM migration, with ITI, experts in CAD data conversion, provides customers 

in the Netherlands, Belgium and Northern Europe a full range of solutions.  

cardsPLM sees the partnership with ITI as a customer benefit based on prior collaboration between the 

two companies. According to Erik Burghoorn, Managing Director at cardsPLM, “It is important for our 

customers that we work with partners who have a proven track record. ITI offers that experience, plus 

expertise in CAD data interoperability, which is complimentary to our offerings.” He continued, “ITI 

has already supported cardsPLM on several of our European customers’ projects. We look forward to 

continuing to work together and grow together.”  

“Our relationship with cardsPLM grew naturally from supporting several of their PLM integration 

projects. cardsPLM covers smaller regions in Europe, areas where it can be difficult to gain visibility,” 

stated Peter Heath, PLM Business Development Manager at ITI. “The added exposure makes sense for 

ITI, and it benefits a solution provider like cardsPLM to be in a position to address a customer’s 

comprehensive needs on PLM migration projects.”  
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 “ITI offers key expertise in our conversion solutions that support a broader PLM migration project. This 

helps give customers confidence in the integrity of their product data once the conversion is complete,” 

stated Cecil Lewis, ITI’s Manager of European Business Development. “Proficiency is ideally suited for 

conversion initiatives large and small.”  

ITI’s Proficiency software is an automated conversion technology used to transfer and preserve valuable 

design intelligence from a legacy CAD system into a new CAD format. Large migration projects include 

companies implementing a new PLM system, a company acquisition, or a CAD system consolidation 

from multi-CAD to a single solution. A “just in time” option recently announced makes Proficiency 

available to customers with shorter-term projects.  

Don Hemmelgarn, Senior Executive Vice President, C3 Interoperability Solutions, ITI, commented, “As 

we enhance Proficiency’s technology, we are able to support a wider variety of customers and PLM 

programs. ITI looks forward to new opportunities with cardsPLM in the Netherlands, Belgium and 

Northern Europe.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

ITI partners with process industry solution provider ITandFactory GmbH 

2 February 2017 

International TechneGroup Limited (ITI), developers of the CADfix software, has teamed 

with ITandFactory GmbH, creators of the integrated plant design and engineering data management 

solution, CADISON®. 

CADISON® solution is built around the object oriented technology with modular architecture enabling 

a model-based process for i2PIM (intelligent & integrated plant information modeling). It provides 

flexibility to the users to import models (in different formats) for better integration. ITandFactory 

identified a requirement to simplify CAD models of large equipment installations before import into the 

CADISON design system. ITI quickly demonstrated that the CADfix translation, repair and 

simplification solution could address their immediate needs, and from there the partnership evolved. ITI 

enhanced their existing CADfix toolset to create a specialist Process Plant Simplification Wizard, 

supported by a series of advanced interactive data reduction tools. The partnership will see ITandFactory 

offering the “CADISON Equipment Simplifier (powered by CADfix)” to their worldwide user base. 

Ajit Joshi, the Managing Director of ITandFactory, commented "Our focus at ITandFactory is to 

establish i2PIM methodology (BIM for Plants) of CADISON, and adding CADfix simplification 

technology is a significant step towards helping achieve this goal. With this tool, customers can continue 

with plant design in CADISON independent of the CAD system used by their manufacturing 

departments.” Our partnership with ITI has expanded our solution suite to include the CADfix 

simplification technology, which enables orders of magnitude in file size reduction, giving our users 

more manageable equipment models for integration with the CADISON plant design solution.”  

“ITI was eager to work with ITandFactory to provide a solution,” stated Andy Chinn, ITI’s UK 

Commercial Director. “CADfix already had a suite of model simplification tools, so it was a natural fit 

to expand the technology to meet the demands of the CADISON customers. We presented the 

CADISON Equipment Simplifier solution at CADISON International Conference -2016 event where it 

was very well received. We were pleased with the enthusiasm shown by the CADISON users and look 

forward to working with ITandFactory and their user community in the future.” 
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To learn more about how CADfix can be deployed to simplify models and dramatically reduce file sizes 

for large process and plant equipment installations, join the February 15, 2017 webinar: 

WEBINAR: Large CAD Assembly Simplification for Plant & Process Design 

February 15, 10:00 – 10:45am ET (16:00 Central European Time) 

Click here to return to Contents 

Lectra Appoints Jérôme Viala Executive Vice President for the Group 

2 February 2017 

Lectra is pleased to announce the appointment of Jérôme Viala, Chief Financial Officer to the role of 

Executive Vice President for the Group. As a result, Jérôme Viala has been number two on Lectra’s 

Executive Committee since January 1, 2017.  

“Lectra will soon announce a new strategic roadmap, revealing the Group’s ambitions for the 2017-2019 

period and beyond. I felt it was very important to involve Jérôme even more in our new industrial 

adventure,“ stated Daniel Harari, CEO, Lectra. “Jerome and I have worked together for 26 years. During 

these years, I have appreciated his rigor, his ability to make decisions and stand by them, and his many 

human qualities.”  

Since becoming CFO of Lectra in 1994, and member of the Executive Committee since its creation in 

2005, Jérôme Viala, 55 years old, has progressively taken on more responsibilities within the Group. He 

is now in charge of coordinating the industrial, customer care, consumables and parts, and international 

human resources’ activities. In parallel, over the last few years Jérôme has become increasingly involved 

in developing Lectra’s international operations, including the opening of Lectra’s subsidiaries in South 

Korea and Vietnam.  

“Lectra’s upcoming strategic cycle, to be presented on February 9, will be exciting due to the highly 

innovative way it creates value for our customers, and for the Group,” underlines Jérôme Viala. “I am 

thrilled about the opportunity to support the implementation of our new roadmap in its many aspects.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

PTC Expands Internet of Things Ecosystem with New ThingWorx Partners 

7 February 2017 

PTC today announced the continued expansion of its Internet of Things (IoT) partner ecosystem with the 

addition of new ThingWorx partners. 

To date, hundreds of industrial IoT partner companies—solution builders, services providers, channel 

partners, and hardware and software technology companies—have chosen the ThingWorx® industrial 

IoT platform to accelerate their IoT initiatives and deliver value to their customers. As part of the PTC 

Partner Network, the ThingWorx Ready Program provides partnering companies with a way to validate 

product integration with the ThingWorx platform, enabling solution builders to shorten their time to 

market by leveraging pre-integrated products, extensions, and starter kits listed in the ThingWorx 

Marketplace™. 

The most recent partners to offer ThingWorx Ready products in the ThingWorx Marketplace 

include HMS Industrial Networks, a leading provider of products for industrial communication and 
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industrial IoT; MultiTech, a leader in the design, development, and manufacturing of communications 

equipment for the industrial IoT; Sierra Monitor Corporation, a leading provider of multi-protocol 

gateways that connect field devices to the ThingWorx platform for smart building, smart facility, and 

smart city applications; and ViziApps, a leading platform for rapidly developing engaging business apps 

that use ThingWorx data. BETSOL, a leading provider of enterprise technology products and services, 

has also joined the PTC Partner Network as a ThingWorx authorized services provider and will make its 

IoT services available on the ThingWorx Marketplace. 

The ThingWorx Marketplace is the single source for third-party IoT solutions, technologies, and 

services built on or specifically for the ThingWorx IoT Platform. Targeted at both industrial IoT solution 

builders and buyers, the ThingWorx Marketplace aims to simplify the process of bringing together 

ThingWorx with third-party tools and services by providing a large inventory of pre-integrated, pre-

certified products, extensions and starter kits that are easy to access and use by customers and partners to 

build their own solutions and accelerate their time to market. 

“Collaboration is one of the keys to success in today’s IoT market,” said Kevin O’Brien, vice president 

of IoT partner sales, PTC. “The continued expansion of the ThingWorx partner ecosystem reinforces the 

value of the platform approach to building new IoT solutions. Combining the world-class components of 

ThingWorx with the complementary technologies and market and solution knowledge of these partners 

will further enable IoT innovation and adoption.” 

“Using an IoT platform is quickly becoming the go-to approach for developing IoT solutions. Partnering 

with PTC not only allows us to leverage the standout capabilities of the ThingWorx platform, but also 

enables us to offer our solution through the ThingWorx Marketplace,” said Michael Finegan, director of 

business development, MultiTech. “This combination enables us to simplify our customers’ experience 

and to gain greater exposure to the broader market.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

TCS Recognized as a Leader in 2017 Report 

7 February 2017 

Tata Consultancy Services today announced that it has been recognized as a 'Leader' in Big Data and 

Analytics by NelsonHall in its 2017 NEAT project on "Big Data and Analytics," authored by Dominique 

Raviart. 

NelsonHall analyzed the overall performance of top vendor's worldwide offerings of Big Data and 

Analytics services, with specific focus on Big Data and Analytics platforms and accelerators, solutions 

for improving operational efficiencies, and for developing new business models. 

TCS' position as a leader was driven by its end to end Big Data and Analytics products and services that 

enable customers to harness deep insights from variety of data sources at scale. TCS also co-innovates 

with customers to address business and technology challenges, helping them to re-imagine business 

models and discover new ways to use their data. 

Dominique Raviart, ITS Practice Director at NelsonHall and author of Big Data and Analytics NEAT 

report 2017, said, "TCS combines several approaches to big data and analytics. They have created a Big 

Data platform and continue to build vertical use cases to automate delivery, and they are driving a 

consulting approach to big data and analytics with their Digital Reimagination™ center in Santa Clara." 

"TCS is one of the early movers in the Big Data and Analytics services space. We have established an 
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enviable track record of client successes and a rich set of successful partnerships with key Big Data 

ecosystem players in Silicon Valley," said Dr. Ramaswamy, Global Head of Digital Enterprise, TCS. 

"Big Data is at the very center of our pioneering vision of Digital Reimagination™, and we are helping 

our customers fundamentally reimagine their businesses by leveraging modern Big Data systems. We 

are pleased to be recognized as a Leader in Big Data and Analytics services by NelsonHall.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

TriCore Partners with Winshuttle to Bring Powerful SAP Data Management Solutions to Customers 

6 February 2017 

TriCore Solutions today announced it has partnered with Winshuttle to help customers manage critical 

SAP data more efficiently. The partnership supports customers in realizing the full value of their  

investment, placing the capabilities back into the hands of their business users. 

“In today’s business environment, data accuracy has never been more important,” said Steve Woodgate, 

General Manager, SAP Practice, TriCore Solutions. “Our partnership with Winshuttle is another reason 

TriCore is setting the bar high for service excellence by putting customers first. Understanding the 

difficulties of managing data in today’s complex environments, our team, alongside Winshuttle, help our 

customers make sense of their data.” 

Winshuttle provides robust capabilities for collecting, validating and integrating data within SAP ERP 

systems in a rapid manner without compromising security or governance. These solutions can be 

developed and deployed quickly and iteratively, allowing organizations to easily adapt to changes in the 

business environment. Partnering with Winshuttle extends TriCore’s functional support for business 

users to vastly improve their SAP ERP operations. 

“We’re excited about the partnership with TriCore Solutions, a visionary organization across consulting, 

technology and outsourcing services,” said Ralph Babusci, Winshuttle’s Partner Manager. “With their 

unique SAP experience, TriCore Solutions can bring Winshuttle technologies to improve their 

customers’ productivity and help save them time and money. TriCore Solutions’ customers will now 

have better access to Winshuttle’s innovative solutions, enabling them to reach their objectives of 

becoming leaner, more agile and more competitive in the marketplace.” 

Following its acquisition of Group Basis and G3G, Inc. in 2016, this partnership signals TriCore’s 

continued investment in offering superior-quality SAP services to a growing customer base. In addition, 

the company recently passed its fourth SAP certification, further reinforcing its qualifications to support 

expanding SAP capabilities. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Viscosity North America is an Oracle Platinum Partner 

7 February 2017 

Viscosity North America (Viscosity), a complete stack services firm, acquires its Oracle Platinum 

Partner status with the Oracle PartnerNetwork (OPN).  Recognized in the industry for their in-depth 

expertise in high availability solutions, database technologies, cloud readiness and migrations, 

application development, big data integration, and performance tuning; Viscosity supports thousands of 

mission critical and business critical databases all over the world.  By attaining Oracle Platinum level 

partnership, Oracle recognizes Viscosity for their expertise in delivering "full-stack" solutions for their 
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database and cloud customers.  This achievement reflects Viscosity's commitment to improving the 

"customer experience" with Oracle technologies and driving value for customers. 

 

"We are excited about our Platinum partnership with Oracle.  Viscosity is constantly working on 

improving our portfolio of expertise.  Not only do we hire only the highest caliber consultants to provide 

the greatest value for our customers, we challenge our consultants to master expertise in other 

disciplines," said Charles Kim, President of Viscosity, Oracle ACE Director, and Baylor graduate. 

 Viscosity is committed to helping customers attain the maximum value of their Oracle investment. 

 

Viscosity consultants hold certifications in the following areas: 

 Oracle Cloud 

 Oracle E-Business Suite Administration 

 Database Administration 

 Real application Clusters (RAC) 

 Exadata Implementation Specialist 

 Cloudera Certified Administrator 

 Red Hat (RHCE) 

 VMWare (VCP) 

 SOA 

 GoldenGate 

As an Oracle Partner, Viscosity provides a fresh and objective assessment of Oracle Licensing for their 

customers. Viscosity works with clients to create user experience and design technical solutions that 

rapidly deliver customer applications.   

Click here to return to Contents 

Events News 

C3D Labs Announces COFES 2017 Conference  

10 February 2017 

COFES 2017 is an annual milestone conference for the CAD industry, and takes place each April in 

Scottsdale, Arizona. Before the start of the Congress, C3D Labs will celebrate the 20th anniversary of 

ASCON Group starting its development of a unique geometric modeling kernel — C3D. 

During the anniversary celebration at COFES, the C3D Labs team will describe the past and unveil its 

plans for the future of the C3D technology. The modeling toolkit is designed for different levels of 3D 

software development. You will learn how it works, how customers employ it, and hear about the 

exciting, brand-new products in the pipeline from C3D Labs! 

The seminar is open to all COFES attendees, as well software developers not planning to be at COFES. 

This unique pre-conference seminar is of particular interest to developers who want to know about 
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advanced 3D technology. Expect to take in live presentations, product demonstrations, and interactive 

networking with C3D developers and users. As a unique treat, don’t miss the special delights from 

Russia! 

Initial Program 

 Keynote: 20 Years In Developing C3D — Max Bogdanov, CEO of ASCON Group 

 C3D Toolkit Overview — Oleg Zykov, CEO of C3D Labs 

 C3D Modeler. What’s New In 2017? — Arkadiy Kamnev, C3D Product Manager 

 NEW! C3D Modeler for Teigha — Oleg Zykov 

 NEW! C3D Solver for JavaScript — Alex Alakhverdyants, Mathematician and Programmer at 

C3D Labs 

 C3D Converter. Try New Formats! — Arkadiy Kamnev 

 C3D Vision. More Than Just a 3D Renderer! — Oleg Zykov 

 Customer Case Study 

 Partners Talks 

 University Program — Arkadiy Kamnev 

 Q&A 

Click here to return to Contents 

ESI’s Composite Simulation Software Presented at JEC World 2017 

8 February 2017 

ESI Group will be taking part in JEC World 2017, the world’s largest trade show for the composite 

industry. From March 14 to 16 in Paris, France, ESI will demonstrate its innovative simulation software 

addressing multiple industries – from automotive to aerospace, marine and energy – and aimed at 

reducing or replacing costly physical try-outs with the help of virtual prototypes. With ESI PAM-

COMPOSITES, composite manufacturers can master their manufacturing processes and get their 

products right the first time. Then, with ESI Virtual Performance Solution (VPS), they can evaluate 

early in their development process the performance of those parts “as built“ and assure they meet the 

stringent requirements set by customers or end-users. 

In the automotive and aerospace industries, where harmful gas emissions and fuel consumption are 

heavily regulated, weight reduction goals often involve multi-material strategies that integrate light 

materials. “Lightweighting” is the reason why industrial manufacturers and their suppliers are investing 

so much time and effort to incorporate composite materials in their new product design, while not 

sacrificing strength and durability. Unfortunately high manufacturing costs and hard-to predict material 

behavior are challenges when seeking to use composites for structural parts. Here, in the era of digital 

transformation, Virtual Prototyping provides an opportunity to address the difficulty. 

This winter at JEC World 2017, March 14-16 in Paris, France, ESI will present the new version of ESI 

PAM-COMPOSITES, the leading solution for simulating the manufacturing of continuous fiber 

composites. The software helps engineers identify and address defects early in their product 
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development cycle; at a time when it is easier to fine-tune the production process. Using PAM-

COMPOSITES, process engineers can analyze and optimize individual manufacturing operations, and 

then link these operations by transporting material detail – such as fiber orientation, curing degree, and 

temperature - from one operation to the next. Progressively building a virtual prototype of the “as 

manufactured” part they can correct, optimize, or validate processes – including draping, 

thermoforming, Resin Transfer Molding (RTM), infusion or curing – to minimize manufacturing 

defects, ensure reproducibility, improve the overall quality of produced parts, and decrease development 

costs. 

Using a high fidelity virtual prototype engineers can virtually assess product performance with great 

precision. Here, ESI’s flagship software Virtual Performance Solution (VPS) empowers engineers to test 

their virtual prototype across all domains of performance, enabling them to run virtual crash tests, and 

predict strength, durability, or vibration behavior, while benefitting from use of a single core-model. 

VPS is a powerful solution, helping designers to ensure the performance of multi-material parts or 

products; preventing costly recalls without resorting to conservative design margins. 

At JEC World (Hall 6 - D53), ESI will offer live demonstrations and presentations on the following 

topics: 

 Composite Thermoforming Simulation 

 Virtual Manufacturing of a Fuselage Panel 

 Composite Part Case Study: from Manufacturing to Performance 

 Design, Assembly and Performances of Multi-material Composite Parts 

Click here to return to Contents 

IOT Forum Africa Announces COMSOL as Gold sponsor 

6 February 2017 

COMSOL has been confirmed as a gold sponsor for this year’s Internet of Things Forum Africa 

(#IOTFA). 

#IOTFA is expected to be one of Africa’s leading events focusing on the Internet of Things. The event 

will take place in Johannesburg, from 29 to 30 March 2017. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Siemens at the Hannover Messe 2017 

9 February 2017 

Under the banner “Discover the value of the Digital Enterprise”, Siemens will be providing an overview 

of its extensive portfolio for industrial customers over an area of 3,500 square meters at the Hannover 

Messe from April 24 to 28, 2017. 

At 6.30 p.m. on Monday, April 24, the first day of the Hannover Messe, Klaus Helmrich will be 

addressing the traditional International Press Conference in Room 1A/B of the Convention Center (CC). 

Klaus Helmrich is the Siemens AG Management Board member with responsibility for both the Digital 

Factory and the Process Industries and Drives Divisions. During the Press Conference, he will be 
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explaining the Siemens AG industrial digitalization strategy. 

On Tuesday, April 25, 2017, Siemens PLM Software will be hosting a Press Breakfast at 9.00 a.m. in 

Room 17 of the CC, which will be held in German without translation. 

Between April 24 and 28 at the Hannover Messe, visitors to the Siemens booth in Hall 9 will have the 

opportunity to gain a first-hand impression of the company’s comprehensive portfolio. Exhibits will 

cover everything from electrification and automation through to digitalization over an area of roughly 

3,500 square meters. 

Innovations in the field of energy distribution, automation and drive systems as well as industrial 

software will illustrate ways in which companies can boost their competitive standing, with the focus on 

the “Digital Enterprise”. Siemens will be showcasing both specific aspects of the Digital Enterprise in 

discrete manufacturing and the process industries, and also common foundations shared across every 

sector: Industrial communication, IT Security and Industrial Services. The MindSphere Lounge will be 

providing a special setting for visitors to discover the cloud-based, open IoT operating system from 

Siemens. Here, Siemens and partner companies will be presenting their ideas, backed up by practical 

case studies and applications. Expert talks will be given on such topics as digitalization, Industrie 4.0 

and IoT, inviting an open exchange between participants. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Vero to Showcase CAD/CAM Solutions at DELHIWOOD 

Vero Software’s two woodworking CAD/CAM solutions – Cabinet Vision and Alphacam – will be 

exhibiting at India’s prestigious DELHIWOOD trade fair at the beginning of March. 

Cabinet Vision are demonstrating their award-winning specialist modules from entry level cutlist 

packages to fully integrated Screen-To-Machine solutions for small-to-large manufacturers of custom 

cabinets, casegoods and furniture.  

Since 1983 Cabinet Vision has been meeting the software needs of custom casegood manufacturers, 

with over 35,000 users worldwide. Initially sold in North America, Australia and the UK, the products 

have been distributed throughout Europe since 2009, and introduced into India in 2016. The 

DELHIWOOD Expo is Vero’s official launch of Cabinet Vision in this key market. 

And visitors to Vero’s booth – K117 in Hall 9 at the India Expo Centre and Mart in New Delhi – will 

see Alphacam’s latest release, 2017 R1, with its range of new features making it easier to use and 

improve productivity. 

Alphacam’s new functionality includes user interface enhancements, a new 3D machining command and 

updates to machining cycles, along with developments to sawing, simulation and automation manager, 

and new CAD file loaders. 

DELHIWOOD, which runs from March 1st to 4th, showcases home furnishings, home textiles, business 

services, household services and furniture industries.  

Click here to return to Contents 
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Financial News 

Cognizant Reports Fourth Quarter and Full Year 2016 Results 

8 February 2017 

Cognizant Technology Solutions Corporation today announced its fourth quarter and full year 2016 

financial results. 

Highlights – Fourth Quarter 2016 

Quarterly revenue rose to $3.46 billion, up 7.1% from the year-ago quarter and 0.3% sequentially. 

Quarterly GAAP diluted EPS was $0.68, compared to $0.69 in the year-ago quarter. 

Quarterly non-GAAP diluted EPS1 was $0.87, compared to $0.80 in the year-ago quarter. 

Revenue for the fourth quarter of 2016 rose to $3.46 billion, up 7.1% from $3.23 billion in the fourth 

quarter of 2015. GAAP net income was $416 million, or $0.68 per diluted share, compared to $424 

million, or $0.69 per diluted share, in the fourth quarter of 2015. Non-GAAP diluted EPS was $0.87, 

compared to $0.80 in the fourth quarter of 2015. GAAP operating margin was 16.2% and non-GAAP 

operating margin1 was 18.7% for the fourth quarter of 2016. 

"As we enter 2017, the time is right for us to accelerate the shift to digital services and solutions to meet 

the growing demands from our clients to transform their business models in the face of the rapid 

business and technology shifts disrupting their industries," said Francisco D'Souza, Chief Executive 

Officer. "To meet this opportunity, we are evolving our business model to focus on aggressively scaling 

our digital capabilities, driving efficiencies in our core business, and launching a robust capital return 

program. We believe these changes will enable us to deploy our world-class team to best serve our 

clients and enhance value for our shareholders." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Lectra Announces 2016 Record Financial Results 

9 February 2017 

Today, Lectra’s Board of Directors, chaired by André Harari, reviewed the consolidated financial 

statements for the fiscal year 2016. Audit procedures have been performed by the Statutory Auditors. 

The certification report will be issued at the end of the Board of Directors meeting of February 23, 2017. 

(Comparisons between 2016 and 2015 are like-for-like, unless stated otherwise).  

Q4 2016: Strong Growth in Orders for New Systems  

Following a 15% increase in the first nine months, compared to the same period in 2015, orders for new 

systems (€35.2 million) are up 10%, compared to Q4 2015, which had already registered a high level of 

orders. This quarterly level of orders is a record high for the Company.  

Revenues (€69.4 million) increased by 11% (+12% at actual exchange rates).  

Income from operations (€10.7 million) is up 17% (+21% at actual exchange rates). The operating 

margin (15.4%) increased by 0.9 percentage point (+1.2 percentage points at actual exchange rates).  

Net income (€7.9 million) is up €0.5 million (+7%) at actual exchange rates.  
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Free cash flow was €7.6 million (€6.7 million in Q4 2015) 

To read the full report, please click here. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Implementation Investments 

Asphalt Yacht Club Selects Sync's Apparel PLM and ERP Software 

10 February 2017 

Asphalt Yacht Club, a premium skateboarding and lifestyle brand, is the latest company in Orange 

County, California, to implement Sync's ERP and PLM software system. 

Sync is providing a full apparel ERP solution for AYC by implementing: 

* Product development and costing; 

* Sales management; 

* Purchase order management; 

* B2B e-commerce; 

* Shopify B2C e-commerce integration; 

* Inventory allocation; 

* Scan and pack; 

* Warehouse management; 

* Shipstation integration; 

* 3PL integration; and 

* Dashboard reporting. 

Sync's 22 comprehensive modules are designed to effortlessly manage a style from inception to 

completion. Sync seamlessly connects to other great systems like QuickBooks, Sage, Xero, Shopify, 

Magento and Shipstation, making it possible to connect your systems together and provide unparalleled 

efficiency. 

Each module comes with a standard set of reports and dashboards that are designed to provide critical 

up-to-the-minute information to users, resulting in greater control and traceability, and ultimately, better 

business decisions. 

"Sync is an all-encompassing apparel software system and its affordability, along with the onsite, in-

depth training and customer support, plus built-in integration with 30+ other systems such as Shopify 

and Shipstation, are some of the reasons why companies such as AYC are selecting Sync software rather 

than competing products," said Peter Booysen, CEO of iSync Solutions.  

Click here to return to Contents 

Centric Software PLM Announces Successful Go Live for American Sportswear Brand GANT 

9 February 2017 

Centric Software announces that American lifestyle brand with European sophistication, GANT has 

announced a successful Centric Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) implementation on time, on 

scope and on budget.  
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With ambitions to become the leading lifestyle brand in the world by 2020, GANT decided to adopt a 

new digital approach across all of its sub-brands under House of Gant – GANT Rugger, GANT 

Diamond G and GANT. 

“We wanted to improve our product development process and switching to Centric PLM system was a 

major stepping stone in reducing time to market and having greater control over the entire product 

lifecycle. But working with Centric is not only about implementing a PLM system. It is about 

developing new ways of working together and benefiting from the industry leader’s best practices and 

expertise,” explains Carl Borg, Global IT Director at GANT. 

Only six months after the project kicked off, teams at GANT Diamond G are already using the Centric 8 

PLM suite across all product categories. 

“Our goal for 2017 is to scale our Centric PLM system to our two other brands GANT Rugger and 

GANT across all of our products and concepts to improve our product hit rate and shorten lead times,” 

continues Borg. 

Chris Groves, CEO of Centric Software, says, “We are very proud to have gone live across GANT 

Diamond G and fully met our commitment to support their new digital strategy. It is a confirmation that 

our Agile DeploymentSM methodology speeds value delivery and we are looking forward to supporting 

GANT in achieving its aggressive growth plan.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Gerber Announces Latest Company to Choose YuniquePLM® In The Cloud to Accelerate 

Development Processes 

9 February 2017 

Gerber Technology today announced that CC Filson chose to implement YuniquePLM In The Cloud 

allowing them to further both internal and external collaboration. 

The Seattle-based company is a privately-owned outfitter and manufacturer of goods for outdoor 

enthusiasts. The company designs, manufactures, distributes and sells men's and women's outdoor 

clothing, accessories and luggage. CC Filson selected Gerber Technology's YuniquePLM In The Cloud 

to shorten product development cycles and improve their time to market. They have a long relationship 

of optimizing their efficiency with other Gerber Technology solutions including AccuMark® in their 

technical design and marker making department as well as GERBERspreaders™ and GERBERcutters® 

in their Seattle operations.  

"We are now implementing YuniquePLM In The Cloud and are excited to have a process that allows our 

company greater visibility and effortless communication among our internal and external manufacturing 

teams," said Steve Bock, CEO of CC Filson. "Having one source to manage all of our product 

development enables us to manage our calendars and costing more efficiently." 

With their YuniquePLM and AccuMark integration, workflows will be more efficient. Files can be 

moved or saved to both systems; image and information databases can be transferred from one system to 

the other; and bills of materials (BOMs) can be initiated in AccuMark and saved to YuniquePLM to 

accelerate product development. 

"We are thrilled to be partnering with such a great American brand and manufacturer. The design and 

exceptional quality of their products are an inspiration to the industry and to American manufacturing. " 
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said Bill Brewster, vice president and general manager, enterprise software solutions for Gerber 

Technology. "Working with Filson for product lifecycle management is a part of an integrated approach 

to drive innovation and increase speed to market from inspiration through to design and manufacturing. 

The ability to integrate is the basis of this great partnership."  

 

In September 2016, the solution earned an unprecedented four-star rating from WhichPLM, a leading 

digital magazine focused on product development in the fashion industry. Other prominent 

YuniquePLM users include Los Angeles lifestyle brand Celebrity Pink Jeans; Carrefour®, the second-

largest retail chain in the world; and French work wear manufacturer Mulliez-Flory®. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Marine Layer Successfully Implements Centric PLM 

2 February 2017 

Marine Layer, a San Francisco-based premium casual apparel brand specialized in soft clothing, 

announces a successful go live of their Centric Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) project. Most of 

Marine Layer’s clothing is made in San Francisco and Los Angeles, and the business is rapidly growing. 

They have 23 stores across the United States, eight of which opened in 2016. 

In the midst of this rapid growth and change, Marine Layer needed a PLM solution to help manage data 

from product development through to retail.  “The biggest challenge we were facing was keeping track 

of shared information,” says Megan Eddings, Director of Design & Product Development at Marine 

Layer.  

“There was a big push this year to get a PLM system,” recalls Eddings. “I was looking at different 

options and fortunately someone from Centric reached out to me about seminars they were doing in the 

Bay Area. I went along and it was great to hear people’s personal experiences and ask questions. It was 

very friendly and inviting. Centric seemed like a good fit, so we requested some demos and went from 

there.” 

“I think Centric SMB having the ability to scale is really important,” continues Eddings. “The 

functionality within each segment of Centric was also something that we were looking for. It has to 

work for different teams, so you need to be able to configure what someone is working on or how 

they’re using it based on their role –  whether that’s more visual for design, or more number-centered for 

planning.” 

“We are delighted to have been selected by Marine Layer, a young apparel company that is growing at 

an impressive rate,” says Chris Groves, President and CEO of Centric Software. “Centric’s team worked 

closely with Marine Layer to make sure that the go-live went smoothly, and we look forward to 

supporting them further as they continue to scale up.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

PLM: CONTACT Software Gains HUBER+SUHNER Group as New Customer 

30 January 2017 

The globally active HUBER+SUHNER Group, which has its headquarters in Switzerland, is investing in 

state-of-the-art PLM technology to ensure that it can respond flexibly to new market requirements. The 
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electronics specialist is switching to CIM DATABASE PLM from CONTACT Software because it 

wants to future-proof global collaboration at its development centers and production sites as well as with 

customers and partners.  

HUBER+SUHNER's objective is to support and secure the entire product creation process (PCP) across 

all departments within the company using a globally standardized information management system. 

When it came to selecting the PLM system, CONTACT Software demonstrated that it was the right 

partner. "The various standard CIM DATABASE modules meet our requirements to a large extent and 

represent a considerable improvement over the current solution," says the project manager Fabio Weber, 

a program manager at HUBER+SUHNER. "We also found CONTACT's open technology very 

persuasive as it allows other applications to be integrated quickly.” 

The Swiss corporation is putting the ambitious IT project into action in phases. First of all, the company 

is implementing the basic functions for end-to-end PCP support together with CONTACT. It is then 

intended that the new PLM components be extended agilely based on the experience gained and rolled 

out globally in a number of steps. The PDM system used to date will remain online until all the locations 

worldwide are connected to CIM DATABASE PLM. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Schaeffler Group Selects Aras for Engineering Cockpit for 20,000 Users 

7 February 2017 

Aras® today announced that the Schaeffler Group, a global integrated automotive and industrial 

supplier, has selected the Aras Innovator® platform to support its Engineering Cockpit application. 

Schaeffler´s Engineering Cockpit provides up to 20,000 users with role-based access to information 

across multiple disciplines, interfaces, systems, and authoring tools to make better decisions. The 

collaboration with Schaeffler is the first result of the partnership between Aras and IBM that was 

announced in December last year. 

Digital transformation is one of the key issues at Schaeffler. The Engineering Cockpit application is one 

of the central tools to connect all disciplines and systems. The Engineering Cockpit is a web-based 

application allowing direct access to development data for a large number of development centers. It 

supports the company-wide configuration and change management in the initial phase. 

To achieve Schaeffler’s requirements for the Engineering Cockpit and to align with the overall digital 

transformation strategy, the company was looking for a platform that addresses the business needs on 

the one hand for flexibility, extensibility and redundancy-free project documentation, and for full 

support of tasks along the product lifecycle on the other hand. 

Schaeffler will use Aras Innovator to improve the following key areas:  

 deliver a company-wide solution for the configuration and change management process for the 

Engineering Change Process in six months 

 enable Schaeffler’s data integrity and product configuration control company-wide for the 

product engineering domain 

 efficient management of service requests 

 cross-disciplined communication as product data and engineering processes are spread over the 

whole supplier chain 
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 overarching project coordination 

 management reporting and decision support 

 integration with enterprise systems (SAP, PTC Windchill etc.) 

With its PLM platform, Aras ensures flexibility to connect the different systems of each discipline 

within a data-based product development process creating the conditions for the Digital Thread and for 

integration of the IoT platform. The Aras solution delivers a deep integration between systems 

engineering and the embedded software development tools (ALM/MBSE) within the Engineering 

Cockpit product configuration control. Additionally, the solution enables analytics from and with the 

digital platform focusing on system development metrics initially. 

“With Aras, we are entering a new sphere of data integration. At Schaeffler, we want to digitally 

optimize processes and procedures as well as create new service-oriented processes. The next logical 

step is a deeper integration of our current systems and the data exchange related to that company-wide,” 

says Dirk Spindler, Senior Vice President R&D at Schaeffler. 

“Our platform integrates current systems and enables Schaeffler to preserve investments. By integration 

we are able to deliver access to all disciplines and processes of the Business of Engineering as well as a 

configuration and change management,”, says Peter Schroer, Founder and CEO of Aras. “Aras is proud 

to support, in cooperation with IBM, one of the largest automotive suppliers’ digital agenda.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

VERASHAPE Licenses Siemens PLM Software Technology to Enhance 3D Printing 

8 February 2017 

Verashape, the producer of VSHAPER 3D Printers, supported by The National Centre for Research and 

Development, has been conducting intensive research into innovative additive manufacturing. As part of 

this project, the R&D department of Verashape is working on software supporting the process of 3D 

Printing in Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) technology. Verashape has licensed Siemens PLM 

Software’s Parasolid Communicator software to assist in the import and preparation of models for 3D 

Printing. 

There are more than four million active, complex modeling seats using Parasolid® software, which 

provides geometric modeling functionality and interoperability to about 130 independent software 

vendors in many fields and industries such as computer aided design (CAD), computer aided 

engineering (CAE) and computer aided manufacturing (CAM), as well as architecture, engineering and 

construction (AEC). As a result, the Parasolid XT data format has become one of the most widely 

available formats for representing accurate 3D product data. 

“Demand for 3D Printers is growing and given the widespread availability of Parasolid models, it’s 

exciting to see Verashape develop 3D Printing software that leverages the Parasolid data format,” says 

John Whetstone, Director, CTO Product Management and Marketing, Siemens PLM Software. 

Verashape is among the first producers of 3D Printers to create software based on Parasolid 

Communicator to support the import and proper preparation of models for printing. The software is 

being designed to support a wide range of 3D Printers. 

“When conducting programming work we strive to make the software we create a universal solution 

aiding the print preparation process regardless of the type of 3D Printer used for printing” – says 
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Tomasz Szymański, the founder and CEO from Verashape. 

The interface of the new application allows the user to regulate the print cooling, stop the printing 

process at any height, as well as make decisions concerning printing support structures for models which 

do not have the support of adjoining paths. The user can decide exactly at which point to generate paths, 

enhancing the application’s efficiency significantly. 

“3D Printing enthusiasts will definitely be interested in the option of printing with only one extruder 

when working with a dual extruder printer, as well as the ability to configure temperature settings, 

printing speed, layer height or wall thickness” – adds Ryszard Leniowski, R&D Software Manager, 

Verashape. 

In 2017, Verashape will begin conducting beta tests of the software, engaging industrial companies 

using VSHAPER printers in their everyday work. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Product News 

Autodesk Announces Collaboration for Revit 2017 

3 February 2017 

Autodesk® Collaboration for Revit® connects project teams with centralized access to BIM project data 

in the cloud. Stay connected in real time using the Communicator chat tool within models. With Revit 

software and Autodesk integration, Collaboration for Revit enables the entire project team to work on 

shared building information models. 

Refer to product overview at http://www.autodesk.com/products/collaboration-for-revit/overview 

Autodesk Collaboration v4 for Revit 2017 is an add-on for Autodesk Revit 2017.  

Click here to return to Contents 

BOXX Debuts World's Fastest SOLIDWORKS Workstation at SOLIDWORKS World 2017 

6 February 2017 

BOXX Technologies today announced that APEXX 2 2403, “the world's fastest workstation,” will be 

demonstrated at BOXX booth #629 at SOLIDWORKS World 2017, Feb. 5-8, at the Los Angeles 

Convention Center in Los Angeles, CA. A Dassault Systèmes Corporate Partner, designated 

SOLIDWORKS Solution Partner, and leading manufacturer of CATIA and SOLIDWORKS-certified 

workstations, BOXX will also showcase ProVDI and a new APEXX 8R multi-GPU system, among 

other hardware solutions. As in past years, BOXX invites attendees to sample systems by bringing along 

their own assemblies. 

"Engineers and product designers have specific workflows," said Shoaib Mohammad, BOXX VP of 

Marketing and Business Development, "and inside the BOXX booth, we allow them to consult with 

experts, participate in our demos, and determine firsthand which BOXX solutions will suit their 

workflows and empower them to work faster and more efficiently than ever before." 

Making its debut at SOLIDWORKS World, APEXX 2 2403 features a safely overclocked, 7th 

generation (Kaby Lake) Intel® Core™ i7 7700K processor. Reaching an astounding 4.8GHz and 
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sustaining that frequency across all four cores, the new workstation also includes the same advanced 

liquid cooling and compact chassis that have helped make APEXX 2 the flagship of BOXX hardware 

solutions. Available with up to two, full-length NVIDIA® or AMD® Radeon Pro™ professional 

graphics cards, APEXX 2 provides outstanding support for Dassault Systèmes SOLIDWORKS, as well 

as Autodesk® Revit, 3ds Max, Maya, Cinema 4D, and other CAD/3D design applications. BOXX is the 

only workstation manufacturer offering the new micro architecture safely overclocked and backed by a 

three-year warranty. 

BOXX will also showcase the soon-to-be-released APEXX 8R, a rack-mounted solution featuring eight 

NVIDIA Quadro P6000 graphics cards. Ideal for engineering firms, APEXX 8R will demonstrate 

SOLIDWORKS Visualize Power Boost rendering accessed by a BOXX APEXX 1 1202 workstation. 

The ultra-compact APEXX 1, equipped with the latest Intel® Core™ i7 processor and an NVIDIA 

Quadro P1000 graphics card, will also host SOLIDWORKS modeling and design demos. BOXX 

customer and Orange County Choppers (OCC) lead designer Jason Pohl recently upgraded his APEXX 

1 with the new P1000 and is delighted with the results. "The NVIDIA Quadro P1000 enables me to 

work at the speed of thought," said Pohl. "OCC relies on a number of 3D CAD design and visualization 

tools to build the most innovative custom motorcycles in the world and the P1000 easily handles 

everything we throw at it. It's the perfect GPU for an ultra-compact workstation like our BOXX APEXX 

1." 

Another key BOXX demo features ProVDI, the BOXX scale-out approach to Virtual Desktop 

Infrastructure (VDI) enabling an organization to host multiple power users on a single physical server. 

ProVDI relies on an overclocked Intel® Core™ i7, delivering bare metal workstation performance in a 

virtual environment. "For the first time ever, IT groups and end users can exploit all the benefits of VDI 

without sacrificing the performance and productivity of content creators using graphics intense 3D 

applications," said BOXX VP of Engineering Tim Lawrence. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Capgemini Unveils Latest Cybersecurity Product for Automotive IoT 

10 February 2017 

Capgemini has launched a new offer designed to enhance the security of connected vehicles, vehicle 

manufacturing plants and the enterprise IT systems of automotive brands. 

The offer combines the expertise of the Group’s global automotive, cybersecurity and consultancy 

teams, including its wholly-owned subsidiary Sogeti, along with its worldwide network of Security 

Operations Centers (SOCs). It provides a comprehensive offer for car manufacturers and suppliers to 

help prevent, detect and respond to possible cybersecurity threats. 

Kai Grambow, Global Head of Automotive at Capgemini, said, “Everyone working for a car company 

has now realized how important cybersecurity is, from those on the shop floor right the way to the CEO. 

Failure to prevent an attack could mean mass recalls, lost revenue, regulatory fines and even risks to 

customer safety. Much of the focus to date has been on safeguarding IT systems, which is difficult 

enough, but as automotive brands are increasingly working with connected ‘things’ like factory robots 

and millions of connected car parts the complexity of staying secure is mind-boggling.” 

The launch comes at a time when the automotive industry faces an unprecedented and unique 

cybersecurity challenge. As cars are becoming more advanced and increasingly connected, they are built 

with hundreds of sensors and many onboard individual computers controlling everything from steering 
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to the headlights. Together they expose a multitude of entry points for hackers to gain access and 

control. It is not just the car that is vulnerable. With automotive manufacturing plants now increasingly 

connected there are potential targets too. 

Mike Turner, Global cybersecurity Chief Operating Officer at Capgemini said: “At Capgemini, we have 

considerable experience in helping our clients to secure connected devices and their operational 

infrastructure. We see this new offer bringing the full power of our Cybersecurity capabilities to help 

our automotive clients secure their business.” 

The new offer from Capgemini supports manufacturers and suppliers looking to minimize cybersecurity 

risks for the connected car, as well as in manufacturing plants and across enterprise IT systems. 

The offer also gives organizations access to Capgemini’s network of Security Operations Centers 

(SOCs) worldwide as well as SOCs that offer specific monitoring of vehicle and manufacturing events. 

These are staffed by teams of specialists and can act as a dedicated or shared team to an Original 

Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) or supplier. The offer significantly reduces the need for automotive 

companies to invest time, resources and budget in developing and building their own SOCs, says 

Capgemini. 

Click here to return to Contents 

ESTECO Releases Volta, State-of-the-Art Collaboration Environment for Advancing Agile Product 

Development  

8 February 2017 

ESTECO announces the release of VOLTA - the state-of-the art environment that takes enterprise-

spread engineering processes to a new, collaborative dimension. The new web-based, collaboration 

environment helps companies leverage enterprise engineering knowledge and processes on a global 

scale. 

 

"To accomplish the shift to agile product development, innovative companies demand for 

comprehensive solutions that help them orchestrate design data generated across globally-dislocated 

teams and collaborate on simulation and optimization projects. As the role of integrators becomes 

essential in the global value chains, ESTECO technology helps R&D departments create a reliable, 

protected virtual prototyping process where organizations co-operate seamlessly in designing new 

products ,” said Carlo Poloni, President of ESTECO. 

 

COLLABORATIVE, AGILE: OPTIMIZATION-DRIVEN DESIGN 

 

Working closely with customers over the years, ESTECO has achieved an in-depth understanding of the 

governance of engineering workflows and procedures. ESTECO technology has evolved into a 

comprehensive environment for integrated management of simulation process and data – SOMO 

(Service Oriented Multidisciplinary Orchestration).  

 

"Now ESTECO has moved a step further, evolving to the next generation of its enterprise platform - 

VOLTA. VOLTA provides an environment tailored for digital model generation and detailed analysis 

that actively supports organizations in the adoption of a formal optimization-driven design approach, 

tightly connected into the existing PLM systems,” said Matteo Nicolich, Product Manager Enterprise 
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Solutions. 

 

ENGINEERING DATA MANAGEMENT & INTELLIGENCE 

 

Complex product and systems development requires the pooled expertise, simulation data, and design IP 

archives to be always available to each process stakeholders. VOLTA ensures that all this information is 

captured and codified to build tailored design performance metrics for advanced analytics and informed 

decision-making,” continued Nicolich. 

 Click here to return to Contents 

GibbsCAM 2016 Is Certified for Autodesk Inventor 2017 

3 February 2017 

3D Systems announced today that its suite of GibbsCAM 2016 software for programming CNC machine 

tools has been certified by Autodesk for Autodesk Inventor2017 mechanical CAD software. Among 

other benefits, this certification assures that engineers and CNC programmers can use GibbsCAM 2016 

to program complex and simple parts for machining on all kinds of CNC lathes, mills, turning centers, 

machining centers and multi-tasking machines, directly from Inventor  and Inventor CAD models.  

GibbsCAM 2016 is certified for Inventor 3D mechanical design software under the Autodesk Certified 

Apps Program, marking the sixteenth consecutive year that GibbsCAM has been certified under the 

program.Certification demonstrates that GibbsCAM 2016 is of high quality and provides interoperability 

with Autodesk’s latest release, Inventor 2017, R3.  

Meeting the requirements of the Autodesk Certified Apps Program demonstrates a commitment to 

shared Inventor-GibbsCAM customers, and ensures that these customers can achieve the highest 

productivity from Inventor resources with the latest features of GibbsCAM 2016. Integration with 

Inventor, combined with GibbsCAM’s automation features, makes preparation for machining much 

simpler and faster, providing huge time savings for Inventor users. GibbsCAM’s short learning curve 

and unique, shop-friendly user interface provide additional productivity from ease of use, reliability, and 

speed of programming.  

Interoperability with Autodesk Inventor 

GibbsCAM seamlessly reads Inventor Part Model (IPT) and Inventor Assembly (IAM) files, preserving 

all CAD, color information, and hole features and attributes assigned within Inventor, to provide 

continuity in recognizing and communicating part and feature attributes. Alternatively, with the 

GibbsCAM Autodesk Inventor Add-in, Inventor users can transfer files directly into GibbsCAM on the 

same workstation with the “Transfer to GibbsCAM” menu option. Once machining processes are 

defined in GibbsCAM, they are automatically updated when the Inventor model is revised. Users can 

additionally employ the GibbsCAM Plug-in for Autodesk Vault software to allow interaction between 

GibbsCAM and the Autodesk data management software. The combination of GibbsCAM 2016 and 

Inventor cover the range of design, manufacturing and product data management across multiple 

industries. Whether parts have simple geometry requiring general machining, or complex geometry 

requiring multi-axis milling, multi-task machining, or Swiss-style turning, GibbsCAM 2016 easily 

accommodates the Inventor production environment. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Kenesto Introduces Kenesto Drive 2.0, Delivering Secure & Simple Product Document Management 

for CAD and other Applications 

7 February 2017 

Kenesto Corp. today announced the availability of Kenesto Drive 2.0. Kenesto, known for its secure 

cloud-based Product Document Management and CAD collaboration, delivers a new generation in 

sharing and bridging the gap between cloud storage and engineering documents. 

Kenesto now allows users to manually define document dependencies for any type of document and-

within products such as SOLIDWORKS and Solid Edge-defines those dependencies automatically. 

Having defined these dependencies, users are able to find all of the places where a document is used 

(Where-Used). Users are now able to selectively replace or rename instances of documents that are used 

in SOLIDWORKS and Solid Edge assemblies. In addition, users are also able to define revisions of 

assemblies when released to production. This functionality has only been available in the past in 

traditional installed PDM systems. 

?Our focus has always been to serve the engineering community," said Mike Payne, CEO of Kenesto. 

?With Kenesto Drive 2.0, we are bringing to market an innovative cloud Product Document 

Management system for engineers. Not only is our customers' data secure in the cloud, but also it is 

secure, at customers' requests, on laptops. Kenesto's enhanced security encrypts all documents cached on 

laptops as well as providing two factor authentication-all this with reduced IT expenses." 

With Kenesto, small design shops now have control and visibility over what happens to documents 

when made available to others. For less than a cup of Starbucks java once a week, users have the 

freedom and flexibility with real- time access to documents from anywhere. 

?In a market where so many products seem to be slightly different flavors of the same solution, Kenesto 

stands out as a leader in forward-thinking online engineering data management," said Josh Adams, 

Founding Principal, Apollo Engineering Design Group. ?Using Kenesto, we now have a secure, cloud-

based solution for product document management, collaboration and version control, accessible from 

wherever we are in the world. On top of that, the Kenesto Drive feature allows our team to interact with 

our data as though it were a mapped server drive." 

Click here to return to Contents 

OpenBoM to Release BOM for Onshape Drawings 

7 February 2017 

OpenBoM, the world’s first multi-tenant BOM management solution, is announcing a powerful new set 

of features for its integrated app with Onshape, the world’s only full-cloud CAD system that runs on any 

computer, phone or tablet. OpenBoM will be co-sponsoring the Onshape Agile Design Pavilion (Booth 

3401) on February 7-9 at the Pacific Design and Manufacturing Expo in Anaheim, California. 

At the conference, openBoM will unveil BOM for Onshape Drawings, a new feature that significantly 

increases the fully cloud-based collaboration between Onshape and openBoM. With the new feature, 

changes to an Onshape design will automatically be reflected in the BOM, ensuring that the drawing 

remains accurate and up-to-date. 

Other openBoM enhancements which will be demonstrated at the Agile Design Pavilion include:  

 Configured BOM drawing view, including pages, and balloons. 
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 Reference properties connecting Items in the BOM with Onshape design URLs, e.g. Documents, 

Parts, Assemblies. 

 Improved navigation and application layout. 

 Early visibility of openBoM multi-level BOM collaboration tools. 

“The Pacific Design and Manufacturing Expo offers openBoM and Onshape an exciting venue to 

highlight how cloud technology is improving manufacturing and helping customers to remain 

competitive by using powerful new design tools,” said Oleg Shilovitsky, CEO and Co-Founder of 

openBoM. 

“We’re looking forward to teaming up with openBoM to showcase the latest developments in Onshape’s 

agile design processes,” added Jon Hirschtick, CEO and Founder of Onshape. “Integration of BOM with 

Drawings is another confirmation of how cloud technology can transform processes in distributed 

manufacturing environments.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Propel, Onshape and Zero Wait-State Team Up to Offer Integrated PLM and CAD in the Cloud 

6 February 2017 

Propel today announced new integrated capabilities with Onshape to help everyone involved in new 

product launches to collaborate, design and update products more easily than ever before. Developed 

and sold by Zero Wait-State, CloudState for Design, the integrated solution between Propel and 

Onshape, enables engineers, salespeople, partners, customers and anyone else to simultaneously update 

3D CAD models, see how updates would impact their products and customers, and deliver the latest 

products to their sales channels. With Propel, Zero Wait-State and Onshape, agile design teams can 

increase customer transparency, improve product quality and accelerate time to revenue. 

CloudState for Design will be available in the Onshape App Store in Spring 2017. Propel, Onshape and 

Zero Wait-State will showcase the integration February 7 - 9 at the Onshape Agile Design Pavilion, 

Booth 3401 at Pacific Design and Manufacturing 2017 in Anaheim, California. 

Key Solution Capabilities  

 Design ideas: Customers, suppliers and partners can submit 3D CAD ideas to a community 

portal, so they can be discussed, voted on and prioritized. 

 Design collaboration: Customers can simultaneously collaborate on designs with sales and 

engineers as part of a sales opportunity. 

 Product and BOM creation: Engineers can create full bills of materials (BOMs) directly from a 

3D CAD assembly, including part numbers and product attributes. 

 CAD visualization: Extended team members and executives can view 3D CAD models alongside 

all the product information needed for launch. 

 Customer and product updates: Updates to 3D CAD models can automatically create redlines 

and engineering changes, which can then be routed for approval. 

Comments on the News 

Ray Hein, CEO at Propel: “PLM and CAD have long been specialized tools for engineers, but Propel 
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and Onshape allows everyone to easily share, update and approve the latest product designs, so they can 

help their companies embrace digital transformation. Customers, partners, salespeople and engineers can 

now work closely on 3D CAD designs and then quickly get those designs to the market.” 

Darren Henry, VP of Product Marketing at Onshape: “Propel and Zero Wait-State are extending 

Onshape's Agile Design capabilities into a true customer-focused PLM system. Not only can design 

teams collaborate and iterate faster during the design process, their customers are now able to easily 

collaborate on crucial product information during development and after product release.” 

Stephen Porter, CEO at Zero Wait-State: “Our clients are looking for powerful cloud-based solutions to 

drive their new product introduction process, so it was a natural fit to partner with two of the leading 

cloud-based product development solutions in Onshape and Propel. CloudState for Design will enhance 

these applications and allow companies to realize true “Cloud-Based” product development and 

collaboration.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

 
 

Stratasys Partners with Dassault Systèmes to Improve Performance of Additively Manufactured 

Production Parts 

7 February 2017 

Stratasys Ltd. today announced that it is partnering with Dassault Systèmes to provide next generation 

design tools that improve the functionality, efficiency and weight ratio of additively manufactured 

production parts. 

The companies have collaborated on design and simulation capabilities for Dassault Systèmes’ 

3DEXPERIENCE platform which support Stratasys’ FDM® 3D printers and materials. These new 

industry leading capabilities include: 

 Design optimization for lighter weight parts - 3D printed in a fused deposition modeling process 

(FDM), using less material than a traditional manufacturing technology to achieve the same 

performance. Weight savings increase efficiency and reduce cost beyond what is possible with 

traditional manufacturing processes. 

 Strength and fatigue analysis that gives the confidence to expand applications for load-bearing 

3D printed FDM parts and provide the tools needed to support part qualification. 

 Print process simulation providing further insights into the residual stresses and performance of 

the 3D printed FDM part. 

“For additive manufacturing to reach its true potential, engineers need tools that will allow them to 

harness the virtually limitless geometric freedom that it provides. By fully simulating the unique 

characteristics of the FDM process, we’re able to bring unprecedented accuracy and speed to the design 

and validation process,” said Scott Berkey, CEO, SIMULIA, Dassault Systèmes. “We’re pleased to be 

partnering with Stratasys to bring these critical capabilities to customers.” 

A joint webinar entitled ‘Simulation-Driven Design and 3D Printing with Dassault Systèmes and 

Stratasys’ will be hosted live on Thursday, February 16, 2017 and will provide further details on the 
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collaboration and early solution capabilities. 

“Stratasys shares Dassault Systèmes’ vision for a fully integrated, end-to-end design to additive 

manufacturing solution. This partnership brings Stratasys one step closer to that vision with high 

performance simulation tools that accurately represent the fused deposition model process,” said Jon 

Stevenson, Senior VP Global Software, Stratasys. “We believe the solution’s predictive capabilities and 

efficient workflow will significantly expand the range of parts that can be confidently produced with 

Stratasys FDM-based 3D printing solutions. These are already being used to create production parts by 

companies like United Launch Alliance, Opel, Volvo Trucks and Daihatsu.” 

A long-time member of the SOLIDWORKS Partner Program, Stratasys is also announcing a GrabCAD 

Print Add In for SOLIDWORKS. It enables the user to estimate and print parts without leaving the 

SOLIDWORKS environment, making 3D printing on Stratasys systems accessible to the entire 

community of SOLIDWORKS design and engineering professionals. Functions include material 

selection, slice height selection, part orientation, automatic layout, and more. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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